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GUIDE V1,3 

Greetings, 

if you are here it mean you want to start your journey in fonline 2, or you have started it and don’t 

know what you should do, either way it is fine (unless you are dick who is gonna to write me on PM 

about how wrong this guide is, FUCK YOU. However, I am open to advise and new ideas/stuff I 

didn’t add yet) Following my guide you should be able to more or less access to the game at least on a 

very basic level. Future guide related to pvp is uncertain yet, for now, basics of the basics. I am no 

longer active player in fonline 2 itself, but I wanted to polish this guide as good as I could, If some 

major changes happened, like dead of some faction or new quest just tell me I will update everything. 

Rules before we start. 

1 If I will say something you are doing it. If I say you to jump you are jumping. If I will tell you to 

drop APA on the world map you should ask when and where. 

2 You have to read the whole section before starting to do something. So if you have caravans you are 

first reading it and after that, you can start doing it. 
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Start 

Preface 
At the beginning I have to describe what game is fonline. I bet you more or less remember fallout 1 

or 2. It isn’t the same. But it isn’t that much different. It is all up to you what game you are gonna to 

play. 

You can be loner who avoid direct fights, you can be trader who will own majority of the server, you 

can Roleplay as dick or saint. But this game is grinding simulator. You will have to accept this fact if 

you want to play it. Otherwise you will play like 2 weeks and end it. And it is perfectly fine, because it 

just mean this game isn’t for you. 

Mechanic wise and gameplay wise it isn’t much different. You can choice what mode you will play. 

Real time(RT) or turn base(TB). 99% of the game is in RT while in TB you can enjoy something like 

40% or less. 

Vocabulary 
Most basic vocabulary of fonline2. You can skip this section and comeback in future, but I will be 

using it in whole guide. 

Fo2 – Fonline 

FA – first aid 

Doc – doctor 

Wipe – Start of every season begin with deleting everything and starting basically from zero. 

TB – Turn base combat 

RT – Real time combat 

Crit – critical hit 

HG – Hungry Games 

TC – Town Control 

HtH – hand to hand 

Beginners build 

SPECIAL  
Take your experience with games RPG like or previous fallouts and just throw it in the trash can. As 

beginner, you are basically 100% hobo that is why you will use Small Guns the cheapies and best 

weapon in your range because basically every enemy which you will be able is using it. 

Few words at the start. It is P90 hexer. What is hex? It is when you are standing next to someone and 

shooting. This video describe it pretty good. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDt1eZQMDMA 

 

Don't you know how to hex? Don’t worry more than half of the players don’t know how to do it. For 

you are important 2 facts. First you don’t need any money for making it, second, it works in TB and in 

RT. Even if you join some faction. You can do with it dungeons even like Sierra or ares so it just 

works. 

But you will be most often using a worse weapon as a beginner don’t worry however if you will 

follow my advice and use a bit of brain you will quickly become self-sufficient. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDt1eZQMDMA
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SPECIAL  

S 1 -> It is generally used for 3 main things. Carrying stuff ( 12 carry weight on average but you are 

getting 1 per level so you don’t need much) throwing nades, and for per stonewall which is very 

helpful against bazookas and grenadiers. Rest isn’t important. 99% of build has it on 1 or 6. True if 

you have strength below requirements of weapons you will more likely drop it but that is why you 

have onehanded trait. Also, this build can’t give 6 strength so any strength at all. Buffout gives you 2 

soo…  

P 6 –> determine your range or sight, but you will need if for one of the perks ( bonus rate of fire ) 

which will be really helpful. Build used to have 1 or 6 or 7 or above 9.  

E 9 –> always 9 or 10 never less. Some special build have less but it isn’t important for you for at least 

next two month  

C 1 –> always 1 

Int 6 –> some special build have less than 6 but in general you are always taking 6 ( also because of 

bonus rate of fire)  

A 10 –> always 10 some build have 8 but really rarely. Determine your amount of action points. 

Remember only even numbers give you points so having 9 is pointless because it is like having 8.  

L 6 –> you have 4 option 1 if you don’t need at all. 6 if you need (bonus range damage) perk 7 if you 

need (better critical) perk. And 10 if you want to have a proper sniper. 

More or less about special. Saying once again S 1 P 6 E 9 C 1 I 6 A 10 L 6. But I have one more point 

you can say. Yea you have because now we are moving to traits. 

 

Traits in general 

You are taking perks one-handed and bonehead ( -1 for intelligence so you will have to give 7 points 

to it to have 6 after taking perk). 

Why those perks out of them all? Because build is dedicated to RT and is working also in TB I know 

new players don’t want to make a lot of builds. So you have it here. Almost universal build. Bonehead 

is must take for almost all classes which stand in first line and one-handed work perfect with your 

weapon of choice p90. 

 

But what about rest of the perks, you may ask. This part of guide isn’t important but I will describe 

rest of the traits and give them grade (1-10 scale, where 1 is shit 10 is excellent) Also I will not take 

into account trolling possibility of perks, I just describe how good in normal PvP they are. 

Bloody Mess – (1/10) Terrible, forget about this perk. 

Bonehead – (9/10) One of the most wide used perks. All build benefit from that perk because snipers 

are plague. If you can take it it is almost always good choice. However some build don’t need it or 

can’t afford it. 

Bruiser (5/10) solid trait for certain classes, nothing more nothing less. If you don’t need crits it is trait 

for you. 

Chem reliant – 3/10 trait for hobos, In general it isn’t bad but you can take others better perks, 

Sometimes however it can be pretty good, like in sierra caves complex or during HG. In general don’t 

take it if you aren’t sure it will benefit you in other way than saving money. 

Evader – (1/10) tier 0 garbage, forget it even exist. Troll trait 

Fast metabolism – (8/10) slightly Very good trait for front liner, must to take for 1vs1, very helpful. 

But not every build can take it. 
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Fast shot - (7/10) – In general it is good TB perk, I can think about few RT build which would benefit 

from it. But in general you are not taking it unless you want play in TB. 

Finesse – (2/10) Bad traits, can work only in fully dedicated build. Otherwise No. 

Good natured - (1/10) – No point, you will have more than enough skill points. Just no, you have more 

better traits. 

Heavy Handed - (2/10) - work in some special HtH build, but in rest cases NO. 

Jinxed - (1/10) – Troll trait. 

Kamikaze - (3/10) – Can work in some build but in general you are not taking in if you plan to take 

any damage in combat. So it is perk for sneaker or snipers. But it isn’t main choice for those classes.  

Mutant - (-/-) – It is trait which you can’t just grade. For me mutants are bad for pvp but some ppl like 

it. That is why I will not give my opinion. In general mutants roll in TB, but in RT they suck unless in 

TC. 

One Hander - (3/10) – Good SG trait, otherwise nothing special. Somebuilds really benefit from that 

but in rest of the cases no. 

Small frame – (2/10) – In general if you need this trait your build is just bad, but there is some snipers 

and sneakers which use it so there is some hope for it. 

Remember my grades are pretty general. For example For some classes bruiser is must to take. But I 

graded traits in general 

 

Skills for build 

Now skills. Tag small guns, first aid, and doctor. 

Now, how much points in each skill. In planner, here you have planner with everything noted in 

https://goo.gl/xFnMKe 

SG 225 First aid 225 Doctor 125 lockpick 100 traps 60 science 130 repairs 130  outdoorsmen 95. 

Those are all skills you will level up to values on max level (99) 

Science and repair cap at 160 which mean if you will give more point to those you will not get more 

chances or %. So no point in leveling it more 

but what to level up first? SG to 150 next outdoorsman to 95 next first aid to 150 and repair to 100. 

After that just fill rest the build according to what I just gave you. 

 

Skills in general. 

 

For this topic I suggest checking Dequ’s and hejmr’s guide 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=195TSfkzxms because truly there is nothing more to say about 

that. 

Perks. 

In fo2 you can have 8 perks (9) if you decide to have a certain implant but this doesn’t matter to you. 

Your perks are: 

toughness at 3  

toughness at 6 

bonus range damage 9 

 life-giver 12 

 life-giver 15 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=195TSfkzxms
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 bonus rate of fire 18 

 bonus range damage 21 

 medic at level 24 ( BUT ONLY IF YOUR FA is above 200 and your doctor is 95 ) 

if you don’t have that much FA and DOC just don’t take perk and wait. The last perk you can take 

even on 99 level so nothing will happen. Medic perk gives you always 25% no matter how high your 

skills are. So from 75% to 100% but also from 275 % to 300% which is way more expensive. 

Requirements of points if your skill is above 200 are the same that is why you take it on 200% 

 

Build to level 24 from planner 

https://goo.gl/7jK7om 

FA SG 150 FA 200 Doctor 125 Outdoorsman 95. and then medic perk. after that repair and lockpick. 

Perks in general 

Every perk can be taken from certain level, 3,6,9,12,15,18. So I will grade them in this order. Scale 

same as previously 1-10 

 

Lvl 3 

Anticritical 3/10 – not bad but not perfect, in general this perk is not enough to matter. Tech choice. 

Bonus hth dmg 2/10 – only for troll glass canon hth sneaker. 

Cautions nature – ignor it, doesn’t work. 

Earlier sequence 3/10 – tb perk, require from you too much set up to benefit from it so just ignor it. 

Healer 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

Quick hand 6/10 – good tb perk and can work in some RT build, 

Quick recovery 3/10 – hard one but it is entirely outclassed by stonewall. 

thief 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

toughness 9/10 – one of most important perks, almost every build has atleast one. 

lvl6 

 

Harmless 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

ghost 2/10 – not entirely trash but you are not taking it even when you play as a sneaker. 

Educated 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

adrenaline rush – 4/10 some build take it some not, it is much like personal preference rather than 

some must to take, tech choice for hexers.. 

Bonus range damage 8/10 – no hexing/bursting character can afford to play without it. Take it if you 

want to use burst mode. 

More critical 6/10 – must to take for snipers and glass canons, Tech choice for hexers, otherwise no. 

Magnetic personality 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

Silent running 3/10 – One of key sneaker perk, but just that. 

LvL9 

Dodger 1/10 – troll perk 

Light step 2/10 – some top PK use it, but other than that, no. 

sharpshooter 4/10 – good perk for snipers and action leaders. 

weapon handling 1/10 – tier 0 garbage. 

level 12 

ALL Gain skills are bad, if you can’t make build which doesn’t need it your build will be bad. You can’t 

have everything and you have to decide what it will be. 

https://goo.gl/7jK7om
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Better critical 4/10 key sniper perk and some dps sneakers use it. Other than that, no. 

Action boy 2/10 tech choice for hexers, or tb fights. 

Medic 10/10 one of most versatile perks,  so much classes benefit from that, because if you are alive 

you can still fight. There is few classes which doesn’t take it but basicly 90% of players have it. One of 

most liked tech choice for Hexers 

HTH evade 1/10 troll perk. 

Lifegiver – 8/10 same like with toughness, but in this case mutants prefer more defence rather than 

more hp. 

Living anatomy – 2/10 – tech for grenaders, otherwise no. 

Lvl 15 

 

Bonus HtH attack 2/10 – HTH only, but even in those build it is often ignored if favor of more DMG 

rather than spam. 

Bonus rate of fire 6/10 – one of tech choices for hexers, also one of perks for spammers, in general 

good perk for majority of build which can afford it. 

Pickpocket 1/10 – troll perk 

Lvl 18 

 

silent death 1/10 – troll perk. 
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Starting location 

You start in a tent with Kenny, find him flint ( i know player which couldn’t find it and just left the  

agame so f you will have a problem with it watch this screenshot. 

 

Did you fuck up somehow? Ok the second one 

 

Done? Go to Kenny and talk with him. Create primitive tool, how to do it? press f, it is fixboy more 

about it later, and chop down a tree. Give him wood. And you have first PvE quest. You have to go to 

cawe and clear it. Take your pickax ( not primitive tool!) in hand and use it as a weapon. Open 

inventory I and drag pickax to spot with 1 on it. Head toward the bottom part of it and kill all rad 

scorpion. After every fight wait until your action point will be full again ( if you play rt ) ( if you play 

TB just end combat ) How to end Combat? 2 ways, hold control and spacebar, or click CMBT on the 

right bottom. However it will work only when all your enemies are dead or everyone else pressed end. 

You can end your turn if you press button TURN or just press spacebar. 

With healing powder from this body, you just can’t die. Use it if you hp isn’t full after every fight. go 

to right side of caves and just kill everything on your way. How to use healing powerd? Open your 

equipment pressing i key. Click on healing powerd and choice use, or you can use hotkey ctrl+ 1 
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You can also heal yourself if by pressing alt + 5 but cooldown is preety big. 

 

And last enemy normal radscorpion. You need 3 swings to kill him so unless you don’t have action 

points or you aren’t full hp he will not kill you. Loot claws from his body and leather jacket from a 

dead dude and go back to Kenny. 

Give him claws and ask if you can help him more. You will get another quest which you have to make 

because I tell you to do so. exit this location by entering on the grid ( this big red something around the 

map) 

Welcome to World map place where you will spend a lot of time so you have to use it. You are 

searching for small dote on the map. ( i forgot passwords to this char I made,,testttt,, something so I 

just decided to stop pretending to be someone I am not so from now on screens will be with my 

normal char) 
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Take this holotape and loot everything in this location. You will get something. 

 

Kenny will be shocked and will go out ( tent is yours forever and ever from now on). Ignore rest of the 

quest for now. WHY MY GAME LOOK LIKE THAT? Becuase I have a pure interface, you can 

change it in settings. 

If you press s you will have menu of the skills there is 8 skills in total. From top. 

Sneaking - allow you to sneak however you have to have it on very high level to work. Don't bother it 

for now. 

Lockpick - is very useful, around 60 -70 is good, but having 100 will make you almost sure to 

lockpick. 

steal - nice feature but generaly not used, you can try to steal from someone's pocket. 

traps - ability to see and disable traps. 60 will allow you to see them from 1 hex if you have 1 Pe so 60 

is basics. 

First aid - one of two main skills, it's allow you to heal equally to your first aid value if you are out of 

combat, and heal 150 if you are in combat. cooldown depend on your FA value. 

Doctor - second important skill, allow you to heal cripled limb. 

Science - allow you to hack computers ( like 3 in whole game ) or to decraft stuff and get crafting 

matterials from it ( cap at 160 ) 

Repair - allow you to repair your stuff ( cap at 160 ) 

About crafting in one of laters articles. 

 

You can also check out Dequ’s and Hejmr video tutorial, it can be easier for you. It is good to have 

second opinion. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DKhqQOgn1Q they also show some quests 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DKhqQOgn1Q
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What to do next? Now problems start because you will have to go to outside world so just a few tips 

you have to remember about. 

1 everyone here are more or less assholes, even i.  

1,1 dying is for this game like breathing. You will do it very often but with my help, it should be 

minimal.  

2 Always leave stuff you don’t need actually/not using/ don’t want in your base ( tent)  

3 Always check if someone is following you ( you will see it on left side in party menu) because if you 

will lead him to your base he will come, kill you take all your valuable stuff and leave but if this 

doesn’t happen your base is safe.  

4 when you press escape and go to option you will have few settings. Follower info has to be always 

on.  

5 as beginners is it better to have always turned on turn base. Because Turn Base is easier for new 

players to get into the game ( and for some guys with IQ >145 with a lot of free time)  

6 carrying box will give you perk which increase your carry weight by 20 if you will do it 10times. ( 

100 boxes in total ) same goes for so-called gecko express but it will give you 30% outdoorsman  

7 if the deterioration of your armor is above 10% it means it started to lose its defense value. So you 

should always repair your armor after the fight. This has no impact on weapons just watch off to not 

have 100% of weapon deterioration because you will be not able to shot. 

8 You can find useful shortcuts if you press f1 also not every hotkey is present, for rest 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Game_Settings 

 

First cities 
JUNKTOWN 

For now only those. Next location Junktow go world map JUNKTOWN 

A quest which I want you to make here  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Bring_Record-O-Matic_to_Benjami 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Margaret%27s_fridge 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/My_First_Tent! 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Boxes_Lifting  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Brahmin_Pens_Clearing. 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Bring_water_for_Joe_Stinker. 

After you did it yo back to your tent and leave the loot. In junktown, you can do 2 easy quests brahmin 

pens clearing which you can do everywhere and does lifting which you can do in the majority of cities. 

Both are really ground style but give the ok amount of caps and a decent amount of exp. You need to 

be level 6 before we will process forward so keep doing them. If you made them and you still don’t 

have 6 we will move to next city. 

If you will meet any Junktown Scout member willing to help you accept this offer. You can always 

come back to guide, but really rare is to meet someone who wants to help you. ( but remembers about 

rules I told you) 

HUB heart of wastelands aka main idle zone. You can carry boxes here and clean brahmin pens ( 

always leave caps in your tent) 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Game_Settings
https://wiki.fonline2.com/Bring_Record-O-Matic_to_Benjami
https://wiki.fonline2.com/Margaret%27s_fridge
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About quests https://wiki.fonline2.com/Get_a_beer_for_Adam 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Pass_dinner_for_Charles_from_Iguana_Bob 

6 level? No? So we have moved to another city. 

BONEYARD 
Welcome to city nobody cares about you know more box lifting. From zero to hero. 

I hope you are level 6, if not we will have to deal with it anyway. Get like 1000 caps, you should have 

even more if you followed all I just said you and didn’t die. If you died 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T9xd_0AwCm8/maxresdefault.jpg 

keep cleaning shit unless you will have 1000 caps. Or you can beg in hub this works also. Depend if 

you value your pride. 

HUB 
You are back and you can buy some weapon assault rifle and fn fall are most preferable for you with 

like 240 5mm or 7,62 ammo. It may seem like much but you should be able to buy it for 1000 caps. 

Where to buy it? Don’t buy it from NPC in hub main ( general store and gun store ) because they are 

jew. Go to players traders, they will shout stuff like,, best stuff from xxx,, or ,,xxx is supplying me, 

You want sg weapon I told you. But 223 pistol will be fine also. Nuke cola would be nice also. 

  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Get_a_beer_for_Adam
https://wiki.fonline2.com/Pass_dinner_for_Charles_from_Iguana_Bob
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T9xd_0AwCm8/maxresdefault.jpg
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Second and third steeps  

FIRST BATTLE/CARAVANS 
Craft 1 tent using stuff you should have. Go to NCR but don’t enter city!!!! Enter some location just 

almost on NCR, use tent for making the base. If it doesn’t work exit location and do it once again. 

Congratulation you just established your second base, rules same like in previous. Come back to the 

hub. Prepared like that bravely set your game mode to turn base and go to caravan on the north side of 

the hub. Talk with caravan leader about a caravan to NCR and set turn base mode. It is one of the best 

ways to gather exp, stuff, and caps for you. Remember to go to shandy sands, not another city. 

Because it will be almost certain death for you. 

You are gonna to encounter few types of enemies and depend on what will you met you will use 

different tactic (i am of course speaking about TB mode if you have different just leave caravan and 

take another one, there is no cooldown) 

Any non-humanoid. Molerat, rat, pigrats, rad scorpions etc. Weak as fuck for you now, you have the 

weapon and you can kill them all from range. 

Any humanoid. 2 tactics. 1 run away. It isn’t worth to risk dying at your stage of the game. 2 try to kill 

them. If you want to do so you should run in opposite way they are standing. So you will have a lot of 

range and you will be able to kill them before they will come to you. Focus range weapon first. If 

close combat weapon comes to you switch to burst mode and just shot him from 1 hex which will 

make a lot of dmg. 

Any humanoid + not humanoid. It is not hard as humanoids but still, you have been on guard. The 

tactic is similar. 

When you will be in NCR quickly leave the location and go to your previously made tent, put on 

ground loot you don’t need. And come back to NCR quickly take a caravan to Hub because right now 

the New California Republic is war zone where you aren't saved. The quicker you will leave this city 

the better. 
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Way back is basically the same. Keep doing them unless you will be level 12. After the first successful 

run, you can buy metal armor mk2 just for feeling stronger but remind yourself that overconfidence is 

slow and insidious killer. 

CARAVAN TIPS 

1 any player is deadly to you, if you will encounter one run away.  

2 use mainly single shot, burst when you are fighting against humanoids  

3 if you will burst someone when you are literary touching him ( you are on nearby hexes) you will 

hex him which mean you will deal a lot of dmg which will kill 99% of your enemies on this point  

4 after you come back to hub store what you got intent.  

5 good loot you will get only from humanoids NPC, a lot of it is trash but some stuff like toxic cave 

map, mission briefings, a backpack filled with explosive, madman key, lavender flower book, dog 

tags, the manuscript is worth something and take them always. Rest is mainly trash ( except ammo and 

weapons and drugs + stimpacks  

6 don’t stay in front of caravan leader, he is deadly and he can kill you by accident.  

7 Caravan leader will do all the job just let him and finish off those with low hp to get exp. 

General PvE tb tips. 

1 everyone has 1 turn where they make action depending on their action points ( equal )  

2 if you will use first aid in turn base it will take your whole turn but you will not have cooldown  

3 REMEMBER YOUR ARMOR IS BEING DESTROYED WHILE YOU ARE TAKING DAMAGE, 

if deterioration is about 10% it will lose its defence value so you need to repair it. After fight always 

repairs them. NEXT STEPS. Now with power or perk lifegive you can make some more dangerous 

quest. Head to the boneyard and you can make  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/"Kill_them_while_they%27re_small!" 

 which is quite an easy quest in TB ( you just hex them when claws will come into your range ) but 

you will get 15k exp in total so worth it.  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/"I_Won%27t_Give_You_Squat!" is a nice quest. Make it peaceful way for 

more caps. 

SAD REALITY OF WASTELANDS 
Fonline 2 is game based on grinding, which is quite nice but you have to enjoy it, so if so far you 

didn’t have problems with grinding you might enjoy it. 

Caravans to level 15 same as previously. And here we will start to have problems. Because depending 

on your personal experience you should know the best if you are dying in caravans or not. If you died 

a lot  

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T9xd_0AwCm8/maxresdefault.jpg 

and level up to level 21. If not I have the more thought quest for you. 

NEW ENEMY – FUCKING FARMING 
15 or 21 level, metal armor mk2 and assault rifle(or one of previously told weapon with ammo), 2 

super stimpacks, turn-based mode, cigarets, nuka cola and jet ( you can buy in the hub for like 500 

caps ( never more !!!!) prepared like that you are ready for a really dangerous fight, where a mistake 

can lead you to the quick death. 

Go to zones 19:25 19:26 18:26 and use your drugs. You will Begin your hunt here. You are aiming for 

regulators one of 4 best to farm NPC, and easiest to kill because you can use ruins to your advantage. 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T9xd_0AwCm8/maxresdefault.jpg
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if you don’t have ruins run away and just try to survive, your way to kill them is to use burst mode, 

shot them and hide again behind some wall etc. If you don’t see the enemy he most likely doesn’t see 

you either. 

If you kill one group you will have to loot them. A lot of stuff right? Can you carry that much? Press 

control + d which will drop everything from your inventory on the ground, loot what remains and go 

over your stuff and press control + land you will pick everything. You will be overweight. Take this 

stuff to your base and drop it on the ground inside the tent. UPDATE 

Keep repeating unless your drugs will go off ( 30 min) 

Tips for regs 1 if surviving is your top priority if you can’t kill hide. 2 count your action points, don’t 

let happen situation where you are in the middle of the street and 

you don’t have action point to hide. 3 Keep range from regs 4 Regs can hex to if you will be unlucky 

enought, you have to keep distance from doors because npc are gonna to shot in the first posibility 

they can soi f you will stay in door, they will just come to you and hex you, and you will most 

certainly die, 6 if you will meet enemy don’t fight him, in majority of cases he will kill you, if you 

know there are a lof ot enemies on regs at the monent you should avoid fighting, you can go left from 

boneyeard, there are regs also. Different good zones 1 zones you might be interested in khan and 

rouges 18:6 18:8 19:6 19:7 ( i don’t remember only rouges zone 2 fire geckos 10:10 golden and silver 

geckons 18:18 3 mutants 9:17 10:17 11:17 

WHAT NEXT – getting more stuff. 

 
After that time you should have around 5 k caps just from farming and a lot of weapons and super 

stimpacks and other shit. UPDATE YOUR GAME BEFORE YOU WILL GO FORWARD you know 

what gonna happen? Yea. You gonna to farm them unless you will have 10k caps. If you already have 

to go Hub and buy motorbike ( it is shit but it will have to be enough for you ) 

CAR/MOTOR TIPS 

1 NEVER ENTER ANY CITY WITH CAR. Because someone will just steal it from you. Only save 

places are faction bases. Your own base, and hub car store ( REMEMBER CAR STORE NOT JUST 

MAIN HUB , SO YOU HAVE TO CHOICE CAR STORE AS PARKING PLACE ) if you will screw 

up someone will just stole your car and bye bye 10k. 

 2 if you are travelling using car set your combat mode to RT because there is risk you will meet 

someone who is farming which will most likely kill you and stole your car. BYE, BYE 10k and you 

back to farm.  

3 car need to be always left in bases. But you should have one where you have them after you end 

playing. You know, if you have 50 bases it is hard to check them all.  

4 watch your fuel and condition, fuel is microfusion cells and you can use repair to make the condition 

of your car good again.  

5 buy or try to get an electronic lock, set a password and use it on your car. It will be way easier than 

carrying around key because you gonna to simply lose it. 

Craft 3 tents and take your motorbike. Make tents nearby San Francisco, new reno and vault city. Back 

to your main base and proper weapons, you looted from regulators. Bazookas, m60, miniguns, laser 

rifles, any Energy weapon. Leave just small guns because you are more or less using them. 
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Go now to your tent nearby new reno. Park your motor. And undress. YES UNDERESSSSSS. You 

have to have only weapons you gonna sell and nothing more 

 

you are going to NPC traders, remember how I told you it is pointless to go to NPC in Hub? it is good 

to trade with them but not using caps. You are using shit stuff you are not going to use anyway. You 

are aiming for recipes, ammo you are using, weapons like p90 and xl rifle. Recipes, drugs metal 

armors mk2. Remember this is an unprotected city so everytime you are going here be ready to die. If 

there is some even inside those cities you will die if you will go. So just go to other city or just wait 

when it ends + 5 min. 

There are traders on tanker yet but this is risky because tanker is dungeon and ppl used to do it. New 

Reno 
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Same problems like with San Francisco, same goals also. after that, you are going to vault city but this 

is protected so you can find trades by yourself. 

Keep doing it and very fast you will have enough stuff to take part in pvp. Grind for 26 level first, 

however. 

AIM get 20 metal armors mk2 get 20 set of each drug ( jet, psycho, cigarettes, nuke cola, buffout) get 

120 stimpacks get 20 p90 and around 12000 ammo AP ( red one) car buggy where you will pack in 

trunk 10 of everything and 6k ammo. This is so-called regear. Stuff you have to quickly come to fight 

after you died. 

If you have it you can think about pvp or not 

 

Crafting 
In fonline 2 you can craft. Just for you to know xD 

But nah let's be serious here. Crafting is one of the way to get stuff so it can be a bit important for you. 

HOWEVER crafting isn't for new players, crafing is mostly used for old players to have top gear but 

you can try to craft your stuff also 

 

In order to craft you have to press f and have enought materials, you also need special place to craft 

workbench ( there are 2 types, primitive and city version ). Another thing is proper profession, there 

are 4 professions with 3 level each. it is quite expensive for new player to get them all.  

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Professions  

 

However if you want to craft something which will have bonuses you need to read blueprind first, you 

can craft stuff belowe tier 3 w/o using any reciples. tier 3 and 4 however need reciples to even craft it 

so you always have chance to get bonus. 

 

But what are those t ? t means tier, you have basicly 5 tiers of weapons. T0 - t4 Where t0 - is zipgun 

for example and t4 - is power armor. It is just hierarchy of rairty/usefulness/expensivnes. 

I HAVE ACHIEVED SELF-SUFFICIENCY WHAT NEXT? 
It is up to you, you have to decide what do you want from this game, in what kind of game you want 

to play, and what do you enjoy. Do you want to be top on pvp and join some gang (skip to 12) Do you 
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want to be loner which is trying to do something by himself (skip to 13 ) Do you want to know how to 

make dungeons and try to be solo PVP master? (13) Do you want Role Play and stuff like that? ( skip 

to 14) Do you want just to have everything (skip to ) 

 

Combat tutorial 
This is one of main, and hardest things you will have to learn. And trully you can’t  just learn it out, 

you have to gain experience from practice. Every class of character has its own ,,rules,, of play, some 

players say that naders, flamer or plasma are basicly not skill archetypes, this isn't entirely true. 

I will talk only about hexer because it is what your character is, SG burster/SG hexer. 

 

Hexer - hexing, majority of players play using hexers so you will be most likely killed a lot of times 

when you take part in fight against them. if you want to practice it i suggest you take take part in 

simulations ( which are in vault city https://wiki.fonline2.com/Simulation_Mode) very good place to 

learn basics. 

 

GANGS AND TOP PVP 

Gangs 
 

There are 4 sides of conflicts which are open for you at the moment. But it can very easly change so it 

can be no longer actual. But players are the same. 2 are open for you if you want to be part of so-called 

swarms. 

Think you have to remember is every faction basically has its own alliance so if you don’t like the 

main faction of this alliance you can join one of its allies which will basically mean you are part of 

them anyway. 

Desert wanderers alliance – in general dudes which used to play a lot lately. They aren’t as active as 

they used to be but still are the top force on wastelands. If you are a polish player you will feel here 

like in a home. But if you are using English you can play there also. They probably have the best 

community because you can play with the other games and just do stuff unrelated to fo2 

Zergs – they were pretty strong but lately, they have some issues, we have to admit that they are only 

one faction which is basically standing all by themselves ( they sometimes ally for one or two actions 

but in general they want to keep balance of pvp and stand proudly by themselves) 

Bang bang smash – this is another specific situation where Fusion had a place, so everyone is playing 

just in BBS but there is like 3 – 4 faction inside. Russian, Polish, English. They have most of the t4 

weapon and APAjebaka swarm. 

Talon company alliance (aka NCR alliance ) – an alliance made by NCR where they stopped to play 

the main role some Times ago. Talons are basically Russian exclusive from what I heard and know. So 

if you want 

to be part of them I suggest you join NCR which is probably the most open for English speaking 

players. But NCR by themselves is playing mainly at night for the server ( server time is +1). NCR is 

the prolly the best RP (along with khans) faction right now so if you like this stuff and still wanna pvp 

ask them. 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Simulation_Mode
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How to join them. Just tell them that you are a new player, you have to build basic build ready at level 

26 and 20 sets of regearing. And they will most likely add you. But you can be very easily kicked due 

to low skill so this isn’t a good idea. You have few factions which can help you also as let’s name it 

preparing for pvp. They will most certainly require from you making the second build for town 

controls so you will have to make it. But this is just up to them and you. 

Paladins – made by Godric, they accept everyone and they are trying their best. God bless their work 

Junktown Scouts – kindergarten for NCR if you will join them you will most likely end in some of 

NCR faction. 

Brotherhood of steel – they are trying to get more players and are open to new. But they have a lot of 

problems, however if you like BoS you can. 

For that faction you just need to come to them and say,, Hi, I would love to join ( place their name of 

faction ) 

They should teach how you to play by just making dungeons, so you will be with them, they will shout 

at you when you fuck but you will learn it. 

LONER 

You can’t, there is to many players better than you or having more ppl than you do so you just can’t at 

the start. PVP real time is just out of your range. You can make Sierra caves in TB, where you will 

need to make another build but that is pretty much all, you can’t be solo player here unless you want to 

make Sierra caves or grind like a crazy 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Sierra_Caves_Complex 

HOW TO MAKE DUNGEONS 
WAREHOUSE 

 

Requirements 

Level 24 in your build case 

Metal armor mk2 

P90 with 700 ammo 
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Full set of drugs used8 super stimpacks 

 

 

The surface is easy, you are going, you are hugging deathclaw and you are shooting to hex him. ( by 

shooting i mean burst ) which result in the death of deathclaw because of 350 dmg or 400. 
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Problems start in the basement. Because you don’t have stonewall and your run for life can be 

difficult. If they knock you down few Times you are dead. The whole trick with making warehouse is 

to go to this 

special spot as fast as possible and kill everyone on hex if you killed the mother you basically made 

this dungeon. And you can try to leave it. 

Tanker – you need the character with stonewall, sorry but no way to go around it. However, i will 

show you. 

 

Go from 2 to this place is marked you, just 2 of them should be able to attack you, and now grind 

Begin, you can either hex every one of them, kill them with nades or use flamer, depending on build. 

But you need stonewall, 3 rad x, stuff like for warehouse. 

Mariposa Surface – it can be quite hard for you but I will show you how to make it. Stuff like for 

warehouse 

 

You spawn, kill dogs, go to 1, peek for mutants coming, wait for them, when they come hex them, 

watch out for miniguns, Avengers, allow them to shot first after that hex them, make step back let 
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them shot again and after that finish them off. Keep healing yourself. When you kill first way you are 

moving to 2, depending what will come you are either killing them or moving to 3 if Gatling/avengers 

came. After this point you should have only 2 mutants alive, Gatling and bazooka, you can try to rush 

to the tent which is in my opinion best idea, or you can lure them outside and kill them in 2. Up to you, 

you will most likely die at this certain point but knowledge comes from practice. 

glow – just don’t xD it is best pvp are and you most likely suck in pvp. Not yet my brother. If you 

want badly you can check wiki how to do it. In general, it is a very easy dungeon, 

https://wiki.fonline2.com/Glow. 

Ares, sierra – no just no xD wait for faction if you are some faction and need a guide for it. In next 

version. , soon my dear, Clifton, mariposa – both will need from you experienced players so I doubt 

you will need a guide to make them, but I will make them if I will find will to do. 

RED DOTES 
Are something like mini event on the map which is quite good because there is no global message 

about that so you can quickly do it and run away with the loot. 

Broken car – 2 versions, but in both, you will mainly hex enemies. 

Cheap one – car like buggy – weak enemies but you should be fully drugged and with stuff like for 

warehouse, maybe a less ammo. 1-2 jet, in generally very easy. 

Harder one – highwayman or police car – it is harder way harder to the point when I older player is 

careless he can die. Stuff is like 5 jet 3 psycho 2 k caps quite nice. Enemies are regulators, khans, 

rouges so you can die from bazookas. You have to use cactuses to fight against them. 

Minefield – if you have traps on 60 you can easily do it. No need drugs, but armor is welcomed (with 

like 330 -350 hp and 2 super stimpacks. And set of lockpick or tools if you don’t have lockpick yet. 

How to make it? 

 

You just have to go straight line and disarm everything. Did you blow up? Ok so keep going in 

straight line. DON’T CHANGE POSITIONS YOU ARE ALWAYS GOING IN STRAIGHT LINE, 

even if you will don’t have to disarm stuff a bit on bottom or top. Why? Because if mine blows it will 

just push you to place where you disarmed mines. So you will not blow up twice which would be 
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certain death.When you loot it ( 3-5 yet and some psycho + caps and ammo) just make the path to the 

grid by disarming it. 

Suspicious cava – ok newbie dungeon. Watch out for mine, go like I showed you in the screen below. 

Nothing interesting inside. But you have to watch out. Inside there is the swarm of NPCs. Gear same 

like for warehouse. And you need tool or lockpick set if you don’t have a lockpick. But watch out you 

can die here. I can compare the level of it to the hard broken car. 

 

Raiders camp event. 

There is no straight recipe for it. You have to be geared and loot enemies out of their base. Enemies 

are quite hard so I don’t suggest it if you are new in the game. You have to types. Bigger and smaller. 

You can more easily make bigger because you don’t have instant agro from the whole map but you 

have to know how to pull NPCs out of camp. 

The smaller one will be more or like certain death for a solo newbie. 

Suspicious ruins – small and big – small have just mines and like 1 k of caps and nothing interesting 
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Big one is better, 10 -20 jet 3 -15 psycho, a lot of other drugs, really nice dungeon made basically 

every swarm faction, because of pvp not loot of course ( but also, we love pixels) 

Run looks more or like that. You are spawning and going to location in the middle, you are using 

stairs and going down 

Big blue numbers are for you. Ignore rest. You are spawning on the beginning or red line. You are 

quickly hiding on 1, you are hexing all NPCs. You heal and go out to 2 opening it, your range burst 

every NPC. Disarm mines. Move to 3 range burst remaining raiders. Lockpick door and loot 

everything. Go back.Remember this is one of the main pvp are so you can easily be met top pvp 

faction here. 

WORLD EVENTS 
Are event which happens sometimes and everyone knows about them 

Bonus for caravans – caravans are paid 50% more and 50% more exp on certain runs. Nothing 

interesting 

Drug sale – spawn of drugs every 1 min. you can get like 60 yet, hypo, psycho all drugs etc. Don’t go 

and avoid city where it happens, you will die. All swarms are going to this event when it happens. You 

can try however 

Books sale – basically same as with drugs sale but with books, you can try however 

Wright family arming – every 1 min Wright will spawn 4k caps which you can trade for junk weapons 

like m60 – swarms will come. You can try however 

Modoc tannery – you can sell fire geckons pelt for 350 caps per each, it is a nice source of caps if you 

like grinding of course. 

Enclave supply – Swarm in APAS don’t go. There are no much ppl who can do it by themselves. 

There are some, but you are not yet one of them. Change for t4 

Convoy – swarms again, Chance for t4 again you can’t go again unless you know how. 

Drug transaction – you can’t go if you know how to make it, swarms will come – there is like 20 jet 

and psycho + hypo for it. Quite nice. 

Town controls – pure pvp, I will write about it when pvp I will think about pvp section. 

Hungry games, you have 3 options, normal hungry games where only swarm matters, and cave edition 

which is better and you can try to win if you are lucky and skilled enough. Every Friday at 20 server 

time Saturday 19 server time and Sunday 20 server time ( 3 different RT cave, TB cave, and bank even 

which is now inactive ) 

 

Other builds 

It should server as base for you, because you are making build which fit your style, not the other way 

Hexer/burster – most commonly used - https://goo.gl/VBX42R 

It has few variants, you can change one perk ,,medic,, in favor of other, or you can take speed or 

enchantement implant. But it is most wide used. 

https://goo.gl/VBX42R
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TC bazooka – https://goo.gl/ieF4Md all faction require it. You have 3 variation, for quick hand you 

can have anticritical or sharpshooter but quick hand is for standard john in first line. 

Sniper – I will not give it to you because I think the best build is of my faction friend and I just want 

everyone to know this build. But I will not give you some 3rd class shit. 

grenadier - https://goo.gl/mS4gRg you will have tons of differences on last perks, some ppl want to 

be more tanky, some want to have more dps, I went with 2nd option, but core is basically the same. 

Flamer – i suggest spammer because it is most versatile. https://goo.gl/JQL6yJ with implant 3 burst 

from improved flamer, almost no one is able to survive it. 

 

 

Last but not least 

ROLEPLAY ON SERVER 
Most often you are doing it by yourself. If you want RP faction you have NCR, BoS. And that is all. 

They aren’t as alive as pvp faction but they are. You can always try to make something by yourself but 

don’t be a surprise when ppl will just ignore you or kill you and laugh at your dead body. 

Khans – are the bad guys, so if you want to play the bad raider you have to ask them. 

BASIC Vocabulary AP – action points AP – armor penetration type of ammo which is used, use only 

this one. WM – world map farm – Killing NPC unless you are rich TC – town control loot – stuff you 

got from action regear – preparing stuff for going back again to action prepper over – be ready to 

spawn on the world map. for the general command used in RT I prepared in few language 

vocabulary, remember only English matter. Nah I lost it and can’t find it. If I will find it I will attach it 

to next version of the guide. 

 

Who you should to know 

 

Those ppl can be important to you, can help you join faction or are just nice ppl. 

Knight shift - Leader of NCR 

Richard harrison - Leader of JTS 

Bast - Leader of the BoS ( BoS is dead in fo2 so no RP from their side ) 

Lucek - Leader of the Unity of broken hills 

Big Papi - leader of The Khans in Fo2 

 

Created by: Gladwin 

Special thanks to 

Wesan 

Godric 

Dequ and Hejmr 
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